CORTILIA, A HISTORY OF FRESHNESS, TASTE AND SUSTAINABILITY
The best of local farming delivered directly to people’s doorway through a simple
click
Cortilia (www.cortilia.it) is an Italian start up born as a solution to shorten the distance between
consumers and local farmers. Cortilia is the first online agricultural market where people can buy
qualitative products grown, made and harvested by local farmers.
Through a simple click, Cortilia directly delivers to people’s houses fresh products, such as
seasonal fruits and vegetables, cultivated through sustainable agriculture by the nearest farms.
Cortilia’s aim is to satisfy the need for qualitative products and authentic taste of people willing
to make conscious shopping choices and interested in receiving the best products that local
farming can offer.
The ingredients adopted by Cortilia are unique: a great variety of tasty food and flavorful
products, freshly harvested from fields, promotion of local farming and traditions passed on
from generation to generation.
Last, but not least, the convenience of receiving the best of fields, directly to people’s houses.
Cortilia original business model gives value to local productive thread and local farmers,
aggregated in virtual markets according to their distance, variety of products and logistics’
optimization. One of many Cortilia’s strengths is indeed represented by a “just in time” approach:
products are harvested and delivered directly to the customers’ houses in order to guarantee
quality and freshness typical of the short food supply chain.
HOW DOES CORTILIA WORK?

People create a free account and choose between making a single purchase in Cortilia’s market
or getting a membership and receiving every week or every 15 days one of Cortilia’s boxes. There
are different kinds of boxes according to people preferences: the basic ingredients are seasonal
fruits and vegetables but all boxes can be enriched with other products from the market, suc h as
fresh cheese, bread, meat, pastries, eggs, wine, artisan beer and much more.

THE PRESENT AND FUTURE OF CORTILIA

Cortilia is currently operating in Lombardia (Milano, Monza Brianza, Varese, Como, Pavia, Lodi,
and Bergamo), in Piemonte (Novara and Torino) and in Emilia-Romagna (Bologna and Modena).
The objective is to expand in the future and serve a larger area.

Cortilia’s vision is to become a reference point in the food e-commerce offering sustainable
products and therefore to expand in Europe, following Expo’s theme “Nourish the planet”
THE MISSION: TASTE, SUSTAINABILITY AND TRADITIONS

Cortilia bases its activity on these three pillars and summarizes them in its manifesto. The aim is
indeed to revolutionize people’s food shopping behavior.
Hereby the main highlights:
Promote a sustainable grocery shopping:
» Optimizing the supply chain, offering a valuable service to people;
» Encouraging the active collaboration between farmers and consumers, simplifying the
dialogue and stimulating curiosity, aggregation and cooperation.
Offer the real taste of products:
» Selecting artisan products and appraising their traceability and genuineness;
» Guaranteeing the identity of products, grown and harvested by a small net of farmers
according to quality, tradition and sustainability.
Nurture local farming:
» Reinforcing the sense of community and belonging;
» Preserving the environment for future generations;

» Transforming the moment of purchase into a meeting with the product, its producer and its
history.

HOW TO SHOP IN ONE CLICK

Buying on Cortilia.it is simple and fast. Only few clicks separate farming qualitative products to
people’s houses.
1. Registration
Users need to enter Cortilia website, indicate their email and the address where they wish to
receive their groceries. According to the address, users get associated to a list of local farmers
that will become their reference agricultural market.
2. Box choice and delivery time
After the registration, users decide whether to get a membership and receive every week or every
15 days one of Cortilia’s boxes. Boxes prices start from €19. After picking a box, the user can
decide to enrich it with other products from the market and choose the day he/she wants to
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receive his/her purchase. Otherwise, it is also possible to sign up without getting a membership
and to make occasional purchases.
The purchase options are:
» Weekly or two times per month membership: it allows people to receive their favorite box
and to add other products such as cheese, meat, eggs and pasta.
» Single purchase.
3. Payment methods & Delivery
It is possible to pay with credit cards or Paypal. After the payment, users receive a confirmation
email and, before delivery another email indicating the exact time of delivery.

CORTILIA FOR FARMERS
Cortilia considers farmers not only as simple producers. Beyond every farm, there are people
passionate about traditions and all the products that their ground can offer. This is the reason
why, before starting a collaboration, Marco Porcaro and his team personally visit the farms,
meet the farmers, taste the products and experience the potential synergy with Cortilia.
In this way, Cortilia guarantees genuineness and allows people to make online purchases in a
trustful way: all products sold on Cortilia report information about their origin and about the
people who made them. Cortilia creates a real shopping experience and guarantees the same
trustful relationships customers have with their usual grocery shop.
Cortilia’s value proposition involves boosting local farming economy and preserving the tradition
and identity of local farming culture.
For farmers, Cortilia represents a great opportunity to reach all the people unable to go to the
countryside to make their grocery shopping and to make people aware of their activity. Satisfied
consumers talk to their friends and family and convince them to change their current shopping
behavior toward Cortilia.
Associating to Cortilia is easy and cheap: farmers do not need to have their own website and
invest time and energy in advertising. Cortilia’s main concern is selecting the best products, no
matter the size of the producer or the offer range. Therefore, even farmers having a single
qualitative product can start a partnership with the company.
Cortilia is also committed with sustainability: its trucks only deliver goods that have already been
bought and products that mostly come from local farms.
Moreover, Cortilia cares about equity: farmers get the right price that compensates their efforts
and that allows them to have more resources to dedicate to farming good and qualitative
products. Cortilia does not compromise with price at the expense of quality and customers.
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For further information:

Cortilia / Tel +39.02.87167598
www.cortilia.it / press@cortilia.it

Melismelis / Tel.+39. 02.33600334
Claudio Motta - claudio.motta@melismelis.it
Elisa Bortolozzo – elisa.bortolozzo@melismelis.it
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